
THE IMPACT OF COVID-19  
ON INDIVIDUAL GIVING – PART 2



THE FURTHER IMPACT  
OF COVID-19 ON 
INDIVIDUAL GIVING
In May Woods Valldata shared with you our understanding 
of how the first three months of COVID-19 was impacting 
individual giving for charities. Back then the data presented 
a positive picture. As charities are continuing to navigate 
this new landscape we wanted to continue to track how 
individual giving is performing. 

It is widely reported that charities are experiencing difficult 
times still, the need for their services is still in high demand 
whilst funding is still impacted.

Government funding support has proven to be too small 
with over 5,000 redundancies announced in the sector since 
May according to NPC and some charities forced to close 
branches altogether.  

THE REDUCTION IN 
MASS GATHERING 
EVENTS FROM THE 

TOP 25 CHARITIES IS 
EXPECTED TO RESULT 
IN A £100M DROP IN 

REVENUE ALONE
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WE HOPE 
THIS REPORT 
WILL SERVE 
TO SUPPORT 

CRITICAL 
FUNDRAISING 
DECISIONS TO 

HELP CHARITIES 
BOTH PROTECT 
THE SERVICES 
THEY DELIVER 

AND THEIR
PEOPLE

WHAT THIS REPORT CAN TELL YOU
In these uncertain times, it’s hard to know how individual giving campaigns will perform. 

 Will emergency appeals or extraordinary requests like Captain Tom pull money away   
 from the normal campaigns?

 Will there be donor fatigue as the public feel they’ve done enough already?

 Will the mood be changing as furlough ends, redundancies become a reality and we   
 can go back to the pub? 

Overall we’ve seen improved performance across individual giving. This supports recent 
findings from YouGov where one in five Britons has given to charity in the last three months*. 

With social easing coming in, charities will be starting to implement more operational 
strategies. The aim of this report is to explore donor behaviour over what has now been five 
months of COVID-19 restrictions. Looking specifically at cash campaigns and regular giving we 
look to provide further insight into:

 Whether supporters are still willing to give

 The channels to which supporters are responding

 How regular giving has been impacted

 Whether charity type makes a difference

 What the future of fundraising looks like post COVID-19
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This report utilises a controlled set of data to ensure robust results. In total the data includes a total of 31 clients, 69 campaigns, 
involving 8.5m mailing volume raising over £18m income, plus digital and press channels. Aggregated and anonymised data has 
been used from Woods Valldata charity clients. Data is not included where it is neither comparable to an equal campaign or data set 
2019/2020 or is not part of an emergency appeal or relevant regular giving data set in 2020.

* These were more likely to have given as a one-off response as opposed to regular gifts. 

https://www.woodsvalldata.co.uk


QUICK OVERVIEW

Supporters are still highly responsive  
to cash asks

Response rates for like-for-like warm cash 
campaigns increased by 12% vs 2019

Average gift for online payments 
increased by 45% compared to 2019 

Whilst traditional channels are returning 
stronger than ever income and ROI

Emergency cash appeals continue  
to outperform expected results with  
61% uplift in response

DD cancellations in line with acquisition

It is difficult to know the exact mindset of supporters, but 
findings indicate that individual giving remains stable and 
strong in line with our previous findings.

Results indicate:

It remains valuable to ask current 
supporters for help 

Acquisition campaigns could be 
advantageous perhaps due to a more 
charity-conscious public looking to help
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CASH CAMPAIGNS

Supporters are still highly responsive to cash asks In our last report, we saw a strong uplift against 
forecast of 25% within the overall cash asks thanks 
to the emergency appeals. In this current report 
we can see a further positive change of 32% with 
a strong increase in business-as-usual (BAU) 
cash individual giving alongside the continued 
performance of emergency appeals. 

Supporters are still highly responsive to cash asks. 
The humanity and awareness of the world around 
them and the desire to give remains powerful. 
Mirroring many of the talks at the recent IoF 
Convention, the message is to keep asking. Your 
supporters want to help and this audience (older, 
asset rich, more time on their hands) is likely to 
be protected from some of the problems younger 
audiences may be experiencing as the economic 
climate becomes uncertain.

32% INCREASE IN RESPONSE  
RATES VS FORECAST

Over the period of February through to the end of July, we have reviewed 
52 like-for-like campaigns across 2019 and 2020 which equates to over 6 
million mail pieces raising over £12 million in income. Alongside this, we 
have looked at 17 emergency appeals, 2.5 million mail pieces and over £6 
million in income. 

Response vs forecast  
(all campaigns)

Response vs 2019  
(BAU campaigns)

Average gift vs 2019  
(BAU campaigns)

Response vs forecast 
(emergency appeals)

Average gift vs forecast 
(emergency appeals)

25% uplift

Static response 
rate year-on-year

5% uplift

40% uplift

57% uplift

February - April Total (Feb – Jul)

32% uplift

12% uplift

20% uplift  

61% uplift

50% uplift

https://www.woodsvalldata.co.uk
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RESPONSE RATES  
FOR LIKE-FOR-LIKE 
WARM CASH 
CAMPAIGNS  
INCREASED BY 12% 
VS 2019
Compared to a static and steady picture at 
the end of April where there was no marked 
difference in response rate or gift year-on-
year, we now see an uplift and distancing 
from last year’s performances. The 
response rate has risen from an average 
of 7.7% across campaigns February to July 
in 2019 to an average of 8.6% this year, an 
uplift of 12%.

The average gift likewise is seeing an uplift 
overall across February to July. The average 
of £21 in 2019 is standing at £25 in 2020, an 
uplift of 20%.

Cash Individual Giving – Response Rates

Cash Individual Giving – Average Gift

7.7%

8.6%

7.2%

7.4%
7.6%
7.8%

8.0%
8.2%
8.4%
8.6%

8.8%
2019 vs 2020 Cash Individual Giving - Response Rates

2019 2020

£21

£25

£19

£20

£21

£22

£23

£24

£25

£26
2019 vs 2020 Cash Individual Giving - Average Gift

2019 2020
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AVERAGE GIFT FOR ONLINE 
PAYMENTS INCREASED BY 45%
COMPARED TO 2019
Looking at the response channel and payment type we see a continuation 
of what we saw in April with more credit card payments (up by 13% ) and 
online payments (up by 100%) in play compared to last year, and a marked 
boost in average gift for online payments of 45%*. 

These findings reflect a sector trend to push forward into virtual and 
digital giving. The recent Status of UK Fundraising from the IoF and 
Blackbaud demonstrated that those adopting these channels were more 
likely to be able to withstand the difficult times charities are experiencing 
within income generation. It’s an area that has been catalysed by 
COVID-19 but the traditional ask approach is returning stronger income 
and ROI than ever so an important one to keep in the mix.

Comparable Campaigns by Client 2019/2020 - Breakdown by Payment Type
Cash Cheque Credit Card

ALZ19 59                                                        2,804                    400                                
ALZ20 86                                                        3,131                    488                                

GOSH19 257                                                     5,893                    1,114                            
GOSH20 275                                                     7,539                    2,096                            

NSPCC19 96                                                        2,739                    446                                
NSPCC20 45                                                        1,520                    249                                

RNIB19 48                                                        2,367                    267                                
RNIB20 29                                                        1,139                    112                                

Shelter19 27                                                        1,948                    397                                
Shelter20 29                                                        2,094                    495                                

Comparable Campaigns (All) 2019/2020 - Breakdown by Payment Type
Cash Cheque Credit Card

2019 487                                                     15,751                 2,624                            
2020 464                                                     15,423                 3,440                            

Cash Cheque Credit Card
2019 2.6% 83.5% 13.9%
2020 2.4% 79.8% 17.8% 128% uplift in credit card %

867.47

Comparable Campaigns by Client 2019/2020 - Breakdown by Donation Value
Cash Cheque Credit Card

ALZ19 626£                                                  63,547£              11,897£                      
ALZ20 867£                                                  66,692£              11,972£                      

GOSH19 2,516£                                             147,237£           37,748£                      
GOSH20 3,139£                                             219,131£           68,322£                      

NSPCC19 793£                                                  62,968£              12,236£                      
NSPCC20 367£                                                  32,929£              6,064£                         

RNIB19 589£                                                  50,935£              6,420£                         
RNIB20 248£                                                  22,898£              2,606£                         

Shelter19 238£                                                  65,755£              25,896£                      
Shelter20 315£                                                  85,765£              21,215£                      

Comparable Campaigns (All) 2019/2020 - Responses by Week
W1Y2019 W2Y2019 W3Y2019 W4Y2019 W5Y2019 W6Y2019 W7Y2019 W8Y2019 W9Y2019 W10Y2019 W11Y2019 W12Y2019 W13Y2019 W14Y2019 W15Y2019 W16Y2019 W17Y2019 W18Y2019 W19Y2019 W20Y2019 W21Y2019 W22Y2019 W23Y2019 W24Y2019 W25Y2019 W26Y2019
W1Y2020 W2Y2020 W3Y2020 W4Y2020 W5Y2020 W6Y2020 W7Y2020 W8Y2020 W9Y2020 W10Y2020 W11Y2020 W12Y2020 W13Y2020 W14Y2020 W15Y2020 W16Y2020 W17Y2020 W18Y2020 W19Y2020 W20Y2020 W21Y2020 W22Y2020 W23Y2020 W24Y2020 W25Y2020 W26Y2020
W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 W8 W9 W10 W11 W12 W13 W14 W15 W16 W17 W18 W19 W20 W21 W22 W23 W24 W25 W26

2019 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2020 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Comparable Campaigns (All) 2019/2020 - Donation Value by Week
W1Y2019 W2Y2019 W3Y2019 W4Y2019 W5Y2019 W6Y2019 W7Y2019 W8Y2019 W9Y2019 W10Y2019 W11Y2019 W12Y2019 W13Y2019 W14Y2019 W15Y2019 W16Y2019 W17Y2019 W18Y2019 W19Y2019 W20Y2019 W21Y2019 W22Y2019 W23Y2019 W24Y2019 W25Y2019 W26Y2019
W1Y2020 W2Y2020 W3Y2020 W4Y2020 W5Y2020 W6Y2020 W7Y2020 W8Y2020 W9Y2020 W10Y2020 W11Y2020 W12Y2020 W13Y2020 W14Y2020 W15Y2020 W16Y2020 W17Y2020 W18Y2020 W19Y2020 W20Y2020 W21Y2020 W22Y2020 W23Y2020 W24Y2020 W25Y2020 W26Y2020
W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 W8 W9 W10 W11 W12 W13 W14 W15 W16 W17 W18 W19 W20 W21 W22 W23 W24 W25 W26

2019 -£                                                   -£                       -£                               -£                               -£                                                -£                -£                           -£                             -£                            -£                            -£                           -£                           -£                            -£                           -£                           -£                        -£                        -£                        -£                        -£                       -£                       -£                       -£                       -£                      -£                      -£                       
2020 -£                                                   -£                       -£                               -£                               -£                                                -£                -£                           -£                             -£                            -£                            -£                           -£                           -£                            -£                           -£                           -£                        -£                        -£                        -£                        -£                       -£                       -£                       -£                       -£                      -£                      -£                       

Comparable Campaigns (All) 2019/2020 - Average Donation Value

2019 2020 2019 2020 2019 2020
Cash 487 464 4,761.10£                 4,936.22£                 9.78£                                             10.64£          
Cheque 15723 15451 387,773.11£           430,082.78£           24.66£                                          27.84£          
Credit Card 2615 3449 90,853.92£              107,458.59£           34.74£                                          31.16£          
Charity Voucher 369 307 18,384.32£              15,438.41£              49.82£                                          50.29£          
CAF Credit Card 138 114 5,968.00£                 4,253.44£                 43.25£                                          37.31£          

Comparable Campaigns (All) 2019/2020 - Postal Responses

2019 2020 2019 2020 2019 2020
Postal Response 21199 19321 492,447.91£           523,487.80£           23.23£                                          27.09£          
Website 310 1095 9,324.54£                 34,428.20£              30.08£                                          31.44£          

2019 2020 2019 2020 2019 2020
Postal Response 98.6% 94.6% 98.1% 93.8%
Website 1.4% 5.4% 1.9% 6.2%

372%
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HEALTH CHARITIES 
AND THOSE  
SERVING THE  
NEEDS OF PEOPLE 
ARE OUTPERFORMING 
THE SECTOR IN BOTH 
RESPONSE RATE AND 
GIFT VALUE
There has been mention in other industry 
reports and the charity press that 
charities without a link to the human 
impact of COVID-19 are experiencing 
tougher times and our results support 
that. We can see marked increases in 
Health and Human Services charities 
and decreases in response for the 
International and Animal charities within 
the data sets that we have reviewed. 
Average gifts are particularly strong for 
Human Services. It is clear the needs 
of people are paramount in many 
supporter’s minds.

Average Gift by Charity Type

Response Rates by Charity Type
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EMERGENCY CASH APPEALS 
CONTINUE TO OUTPERFORM 
EXPECTED RESULTS WITH 61% 
UPLIFT IN RESPONSE
The number of new emergency COVID-19 based appeals is starting to 
now dwindle indicating the likely end of these types of appeal. We are 
seeing the BAU campaigns coming back into play and picking up the 
mantle, often containing COVID-19 content and messaging.

Overall, against forecast, we are still seeing the same picture as in our 
previous report throughout May, June and July which is hugely positive.  
Emergency appeals across the board have performed brilliantly and 
generated some much-needed income for charities. This mirrors what 
we’ve seen in the wider charity press with the top 50 fundraising 
charities raising over £60m from emergency appeals and still seeing 
income coming in. 

Current uplift is 61% against forecast in response rate, and a 50% 
increase against forecast in average gift. Some campaigns are still 
running and yet to reach the end of their campaign so the final statistics 
will only increase.

Emergency appeals have increased in the sample set to when we last reviewed 
them. The number of emergency appeals included has grown, those that had 
started are now complete, and we’ve seen a number of cold campaigns come 
into the mix whereas last time we were largely in the throes of quick response 
warm appeals getting out the door.
Unfortunately, the data volumes are not robust enough within the smaller 
emergency appeal data set to be able to compare charity types.
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As the relevance of COVID-19 emergency 
appeals draws to a close, we need to look 
towards more compelling messaging and 

flexible, integrated channels in BAU campaigns 
to retain new donors and encourage existing 

supporters to continue giving.

https://www.woodsvalldata.co.uk
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REGULAR GIVING
In our previous report looking at February to April  
we saw a rise in cancellations across our regular  
giving programmes, with a 24% increase in March  
year-on-year. 

Analysing the numbers up to July, we can see overall 
cancellations are down year-on-year. The reduction in 
volume that we saw in April continued through to May 
and June. Cancellations are now starting to rise back 
up in July.

DIRECT DEBIT  
CANCELLATIONS  

REDUCED  
YEAR ON YEAR BY 14%  
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DIRECT DEBIT CANCELLATIONS  
IN LINE WITH ACQUISITION 

 
It would be easy to assume the increase in cancellations is a result of reactions to the virus around economic uncertainty and fear. However, if 
we compare these to acquisition trends and new DD’s being set up, we can see a correlation to acquisition. Contrary to how it can look at first 
glance, the rise in cancellations is a positive thing to see, as charities move to restart their acquisition into regular giving. 

This would lead us to believe that regular giving cancellations, outside of an initial knee-jerk reaction in March, have remained steady and 
constant and in line with acquisition activity. Our experience of upgrade campaigns that have been carried out over the last month or so have 
worked extremely well for charities; that desire to help and support is carrying through to the regular giving audiences and remains strong.

Cancellations & New DD’s Feb-July 2020
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Now is the time to work on programmes to increase 
retention of new acquisitions and build stronger 

relationships with loyal supporters by allowing them 
to control their gift. This is especially important 

with 82% of us believing we will be in a recession or 
depression within a year according to YouGov.

https://www.woodsvalldata.co.uk


Integrated campaigns 

With more people becoming digitally aware, 
and charities having to optimize digital 
media during lockdown, campaigns will 
now more than ever need to accommodate 
multiple channels such as; virtual mass 
gatherings, virtual events and individual 
fundraising, fundraising within Instagram 
and more digital and social campaigns. 

We will need to adapt to, learn from, and 
develop new and existing fundraising 
channels. F2F may look different and indeed 
may never be the same again. As a result 
charities will be exploring and expanding 
alternative channels and integrating them as 
part of their fundraising strategy alongside 
the traditional channels still available which 
continue to perform.

We’ve seen from this report that direct mail 
based cash campaigns remain strong, and 
this is supported by research from Royal 
Mail which illustrates; direct mail delivers 
33% stronger response rates than email and 
people spend 30% longer looking at 
related social ads when primed by mail.
It is therefore the mix of media which may 
provide increased response in times to come.

Supporter awareness

With acquisition becoming harder and 
harder, stewardship and loyalty are more 
important than ever to build stronger 
relationships and keep existing supporters 
longer. Jen Shang of The Institute of 
Sustainable Philanthropy spoke recently 
about the importance of identifying how 
our supporters are feeling at the moment 
and in particular how they feel inside vs how 
they want to feel. Fear, concern, anxiety, 
uncertainty and sadness being replaced with 
hope, solidarity, responsible, caring, love. 

Tapping in to what our supporters are 
looking for from you, and accessing these 
emotions, will help create relevant and 
engaging communications highlighting the 
importance of your work and building a 
stronger connection with your supporters.

In a time when we need to truly engage 
with supporters, understanding them on a 
personal level becomes ever more important 
in what we say, how we say it and when 
throughout their supporter journey to 
deliver maximum lifetime value.

PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE
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It’s clear that the fundraising landscape 
has had to adapt and change during the 
pandemic and may well change forever. 
This has meant that fundraisers have had 
to be agile, innovative and brave in their 
approach: making tough decisions without 
previous experience to go on, deciding 
whether to continue with current activity 
where possible, inserting emergency 
appeals, amending and adapting traditional 
programmes into virtual schemes and 
finding alternatives to face-to-face 
acquisition, cancelled events that can be 
taken into a virtual world, and retail giving.

The future is uncertain and we’re all 
learning more every day. This report 
reveals that donors are still responding to 
cash appeals and maintaining their regular 
gifts showing they want to continue to 
support and engage with charities. We’re 
confident that as a community we will find 
the right approach to continue to engage 
and raise funds for our good causes.

In the face of this change what 
are the key things to look to as 
we enter this next phase?

https://www.woodsvalldata.co.uk
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KEY ACTIONS

Refocus BAU approach in line with the fact 
that the pandemic isn’t going away – review 
strategy and financials

Continue to be agile, innovative and brave in 
your decisions. And keep going. 

Integrate campaigns across the channel 
mix to reinforce messages wherever 
supporters see them

Maintain cash programmes as they’re  
still working, and are a predictable source  
of income

Invest in stewardship and retention programmes. 
Get to know your supporters and why they 
donate and respond to those motivations

1

3
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REPORT SOURCES
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https://www.civilsociety.co.uk/news/charities-struggling-with-financial-losses-even-after-government-help.html

https://www.civilsociety.co.uk/news/charity-sector-will-inevitably-shrink-in-the-immediate-future-warns-ncvo.html

https://www.civilsociety.co.uk/news/reserves-at-largest-charities-lower-than-2017-levels.html

https://www.civilsociety.co.uk/voices/kirsty-weakley-dear-boris-how-can-you-maximise-the-role-of-charities-when-the-sector-is-shrinking.html

https://www.civilsociety.co.uk/news/age-uk-branch-to-close-after-coronavirus-worsened-financial-problems.html

https://www.civilsociety.co.uk/news/bowel-cancer-uk-announces-40-of-its-staff-are-at-risk-of-redundancy.html

https://www.civilsociety.co.uk/news/cancer-research-uk-to-reduce-workforce-by-almost-a-quarter.html

https://yougov.co.uk/topics/consumer/articles-reports/2020/07/30/one-five-britons-have-given-charity-last-three-mon?utm_medium=Newsletter&utm_ 
source=CTA&utm_campaign=UK_2020_08_COVID-19_Newsletter&mkttok=eyJpIjoiWlRsaVpETTJPR1V6WmpOayIsInQiOiJiOEFJeTVqM0dDb0VqUlwve 
HNTclFiSjBHXC8yWmlRa1U3OXVONDhFQ1crMkp3MkQySEwzVk1FTlI1Y3gyQ0VYTEhOdStpRkI4U1RFckp2WmwycER0R3JLUHJjSHNENVo1b3BIR0dmcz 
I5d2ZqcTR3TWN2QkIrUnNuUUtXTlwvRkRaOCJ9

http://report.skillsplatform.org/charity-digital-report-2020/ 

https://hub.blackbaud.co.uk/covid-19-resources/the-status-of-uk-fundraising-2020-report?utm_source=civsoc&utm_medium=solus&utm_campaign= 
nurture_11249

https://www.civilsociety.co.uk/news/covid-19-appeals-at-top-50-fundraising-charities-have-raised-more-than-60m-so-far.html
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LEADING THE WAY IN 
FUNDRAISING SERVICES
With decades of experience response handling 
campaigns for some of the UK’s largest charities, 
Woods Valldata is in a unique position to shed light in 
these uncertain and unprecedented times.

Over 75 active charity clients

7M Direct Debits claimed per year

£100M cash donations handled per year

Our purpose is to help charities raise more funds for 
their causes.

Our Values

WE ARE ONE TEAM 

WE STRIVE FOR THE HIGHEST STANDARDS 

WE TAKE OWNERSHIP 

WE BELIEVE IN OUR PEOPLE

WE SHOW INTEGRITY
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CONTINUING TO SUPPORT OUR CLIENTS DURING COVID-19

“Thank you for everything you are 
doing for us. We are hoping to carry 
on fundraising as those people we 
help really need us. We can’t do this 
without you.” 

SIGHTSAVERS

“We are incredibly grateful for your 
on-going support in trying to maintain 
business as usual.” 

TANYA MITCHELL, DEPUTY DIRECTOR 
AND HEAD OF MARKETING, GREAT 
ORMOND STREET HOSPITAL CHARITY

“I just wanted you to know 
how much I appreciate the 
resilience that you are showing 
without which we simply could 
not provide our services.” 

MARIE CURIE

“Thank you to the whole team at Woods 
Valldata for all of your support for the 
NSPCC at these very difficult times, 
enabling us to continue to operate to 
ensure we can deliver our essential 
support and services for children.” 

ALAN CARTER, NSPCC

“Thank you for getting the results and thanking live. 
Every penny is helping plug the drop in our monthly 
income at a time when we’ve never been more needed.”

BARNARDOS

“We’re really motivated to try 
and raise as much money as we 
can for older people. And you 
guys are absolutely integral to 
that. Thank you again.” 

AGE UK

“Please thank everyone – all the post opening 
guys, fulfilment people in the warehouse 
etc. We really do respect and appreciate 
everything you have done so far!” 

STEL KYRIACOU, SENIOR OPERATIONS 
MANAGER, RNIB
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We’d love to help you. Contact Emma for a chat about your programmes 
and where we can help:

Lansdowne House, Bumpers Way, Chippenham SN14 6NG 
T 01249 653444 E charities@woodsvalldata.co.uk

www.woodsvalldata.co.uk

GET IN TOUCH

Want more like this?  
 
Sign up to our newsletter for more news from Woods Valldata

Follow us on LinkedIn

CLICK HERE 

07736 905114
emma.corbett@woodsvalldata.co.uk

mailto:charities%40woodsvalldata.co.uk?subject=
https://signup.e2ma.net/signup/1877056/1742610/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/the-woods-group_895893/
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